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Learn to translate your site pages natively using Google translated into Chrome Android. Translation works in real time and supports most languages. Have you visited a website that is not in your native language or in a language you don't know? Don't worry, Google Translate is here to help you. Google
Chrome Android has a built-in translation feature that uses Google Translate to convert the language you prefer. When I buy something online, I try to make price comparison between different local and international sites. I also check websites would be amazon.jp, amazon.cn, etc., which are famous but
not in English. Therefore, I always need a language translator to make this text legible. There are many such moments when I have to browse a website internationally and translate Google Chrome feature always comes to my rescue. Related: to self-translate a web page into Chrome Computer?
Although the translation is not 100% accurate, it is enough to read and digest the foreign language. You also have the option to choose the default language, so that every time you visit a language website, it is automatically converted to a known language. translates the text of the website into Chrome
Android? This is the basic way to translate any website and also invoke the translation bar into Chrome Android. The translation bar has several options to choose from and to make translation better as well as automatic. Translating chrome is a very useful feature if you spend a lot of time browsing on
international websites or articles. Follow these steps to enable Chrome translation that can translate your webpage to your Android device:Launch the Chrome app for Android. Go to any webpage you want to translate. Press and select Translate... on the list. A Google translation bar will appear at the
bottom of the screen. Press the translation bar. Select the option you want for automatic translation based on your needs. You can also select the More Languages option to change the default translation. In this way, the webpage accessed will be automatically translated into the selected language.
Google Translate currently supports multiple local and international languages, and all options are available in the More Languages menu. If you've chosen the auto-translation option, then the next time you visit the website in foreign languages, Google Chrome on Android will automatically translate and
display the text. The chrome translation page will be displayed whenever it is automatically enabled. Video tutorial on Chrome Android TranslateWatch this video about using the chrome translation feature in Android for automatic translation and another language. translates To WebPage into Chrome
Android Language Settings? Subscribe to YouTube I hope you liked the video. Please subscribe to our YouTube channel. Share with friends and family, if you liked the video! Bottom line: Chrome Android TranslationGoogle Chrome self-translation works like a charm! You can translate many languages
and native to readable text format. If you visit any foreign website, it would be Chinese or Japanese, then consider using the Google Chrome translation feature. Once I discovered the chrome translation feature, everything became easier and more convenient to go through. Now, I could read the text on
international sites that use a foreign language to display everything. Google Chrome translation is really a useful feature! Please note that the translation function only works on text and not on graphic images or videos. You can use any OCR application to translate text into any image file. Similarly, you
can also turn on Google Chrome self-translate on your computer. Do you find the automatic translation feature useful on Android chrome? What is a foreign language you visit to translate? Finally, here are the recommended web browsers for your computer and mobile phone that you should give a try. If
you have thoughts about translating WebPage into Chrome Android Language Settings?, then feel free to snap in the comments box below. Also, please subscribe to our BrowserHow YouTube channel for video tutorials. Gambling! Verify that the websites you browse can be converted to an Android
&amp; iOS app. Convertify helps companies create fast native apps using only a website URL. If you already have a responsive website, we'll pack it up and deliver it in less than 24 hours so you can send it to the Play Store and App Store. Switch to mobile view with one click through the toolbar button.
Mobile View Switcher is a lite extension that allows you to switch a website to mobile view. The default mobile view is iPhone with iOS 13, but you can change it from the options page. Simply add a desired user-agent to change the mobile view to the one you want. There are many websites that offer useragent strings for various devices. Simply copy and paste the one you want in the designated area on the options page. Then reload any website to see your mobile view (while addon is active). Toolbar button serves as ON| OFF to turn the addon on or off. The gray color for the toolbar icon is when the
addon is inactive and the yellow color is for the active state. Simply click the toolbar icon to switch between states. To report errors, please fill in the error report form on the home page addon ( . Through Jash Unadkat, Technical Content Writer at BrowserStack - March 20, 2020 Web developers often test
a website on a particular browser (e.g. Chrome) repeatedly during the development phase. This helps them verify how each change to their code base is reflected in the browser. This process ensures that web developers optimize their websites for the real world. However, developers developers also bear
in mind that 52% of total web traffic comes from mobile devices. As a result, they must ensure that their sites are well optimized to run on mobile browsers. Chrome is undeniably the most important mobile browser with a current market share of 61.2% worldwide. Therefore, testing mobile versions of
websites on Chrome is crucial. This article aims to explain how developers can view the mobile version of a website on Chrome through the desktop. It also explains how to test websites on real mobile devices. First, understanding users can instantly view the mobile version of any website. Using Device
Simulation in Chrome DevTools for Mobile ViewUsers you can view the mobile version of a website using Chrome Devtools.The list below are the steps to view the mobile version of a website on Chrome:Open DevTools by pressing F12. Click the Available Device Switch Toolbar. (Icon turns blue when
device mode is enabled) Choose a device that you want to simulate from the list of iOS and Android devices. Once the device you want is chosen, it displays the mobile view of the website. Note: This approach only allows you to simulate different viewing ports on your desktop browser. However, this is
not the most accurate way to test the mobile version of a website on Chrome because it is just a simulation of the device. It can't simulate all aspects of a real mobile device. For web developers to get accurate test information, extended testing on real devices is non-negotiable. This allows them to check
websites under real conditions of use. BrowserStack's Real Device Cloud for live testingIdeally to test a website on any mobile device is actually to test it on a real device. This helps developers monitor their websites on mobile browsers that are installed on real android and iOS devices. By doing so, QA's
can evaluate how a website works on multiple mobile devices and browsers in the real world. BrowserStack's actual cloud offers over 2000 real devices and browsers to test. Some of the most important: The latest Android devices from Samsung, Oneplus, Google and MotorolaLatest Apple Devices, such
as iPhone X, iPhone 11 ProMultiple versions of top browsers, such as Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Opera installed on realQAs devices can test on any real Android mobile device or iOS directly from their browser. They do not have to download any browsers or emulators. Simply Select the device-browser-OS
combination and start testing. The image below is an accurate representation of a live testsession (Chrome Browser Testing on Samsung S10+) on BrowserStack.View Mobile Version on Real Device Cloud for FreeBrowserStack offers, also the following features: Advance access to DevTools that allows
inspection of web elements on pageGeo-location testingIntegrations with popular error reporting tools, such as Jira, Trello, and SlackTesting features would be pinch for zoom and device The methods explained above can help developers remove their pain points while troubleshooting any problem. These
methods also help optimize the performance of a multi-device website. Google Chrome is a convenient web browser because it automatically provides to translate most websites into English, both on your desktop and phone. You can turn this feature on or off, although it is turned on by default. Here's to
translate entire web pages into Google Chrome, both on your desktop and in the mobile app for iPhone and Android.Check out the products mentioned in this article:iPhone 11 (From $699.99 to Best Buy)Samsung Galaxy S10 (From $899.99 to Best Buy)How to translate a page into Google Chrome on
desktop1. Open Google Chrome and use it to navigate to a web page written in a foreign language. 2. As soon as the page finishes opening, you should see a pop-up near the top of the screen asking if you want to translate this page? Click Translate. You can also click Options to customize how Chrome
works, would be always translating pages into this language without asking. If you discover that Chrome misidentified the language in which the page is originally written, you can also click Change language to set it as. When you open a web page in foreign languages, you can translate it into English with
a single click, or customize how it translates using Options. Dave Johnson/Business Insider If you don't see the pop-up, refresh the page. If it still doesn't appear, the translation feature might be disabled. Here's to make sure it's turned on:1. Click the three dots at the top right of the screen and choose
Settings. 2. Click Advanced at the bottom of the page, and then click Languages. 3. Expand the Language section, if necessary, by clicking the down arrow at the top of the box.4. Make sure that the offer to translate pages that are not in a language you are reading is turned on by dragging the button to the
right. You can turn the translation function on or off through Settings. Dave Johnson/Business Insider If you still don't see the pop-up when you open a web page in foreign languages, Chrome may have trouble finding foreign text. To fix the problem: 1. Right-click the empty space on the page.2. On the
right-click menu, select English Translation. Even if Chrome doesn't automatically, you can tell it to translate a page. William Antonelli/Business Insider 3. The pop-up will appear, and Chrome will probably tell you that the page cannot be translated. If so, click Options. 4. In the box labeled Page Language,
select the language in which written page. Make sure that the Translation language box is set to English or whatever your native language is. 5. Click Translate. After you have set the translation criteria, press Translate. William Antonelli/Business Insider Any foreign text on the page should now to translate
a page into Google Chrome on mobile1. Start the Google Chrome app and navigate to a webpage written in a foreign language.2 At the bottom of the page, you should see a language bar with English and the language in which the page is written. Tap English to display the page in English. You can also
click the Options button (in gear shape) to customize how Chrome's automatic translations work. You can turn translations on and off on your phone with one touch. Dave Johnson/Business Insider If you don't see the language bar, make sure you're scrolled to the top of the page or refresh the page. If it
still doesn't appear, the translation feature might be disabled. Here's to make sure it's turned on:1. Tap the three dots at the bottom right of the screen and scroll down to choose Settings. 2. Tap Languages. 3. Make sure That Page Translation is enabled by dragging the right button. Turn the translation
feature on or off through Settings. Dave Johnson/Business Insider If he doesn't show up, try:1. Tap the three dots in the corner again, then scroll down and select Translate. 2. The language bar will appear, but will likely be covered with another pop-up that says the page cannot be translated. Touch that
pop-up to disappear. 3. On the side of the language bar, tap the equipment and select Page is not in English? 4. Select the foreign language in which page.5 is actually written. Now you'll be able to translate as you please. Related coverage from it all: Tech: Get the latest Google stock price here. Insider
Inc. receives a commission when you buy through our links. Links.
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